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Diabetes is one of the most important diseases that researchers have focused on in
scientific research since the time, because of the seriousness of this disease if it is not
properly dealt with, especially with the emergence of some global epidemics such as
Corona Virus (COVID 19), as the pancreas is the organ responsible for regulating sugar
in the blood by secreting the insulin enzyme, insulin is widely used to control blood sugar.
Therefore, it is important that the required insulin value is constant and controlled. The
aim of this study is to control the blood glucose value that is achieved as a desired value
and to maintain it as a constant value using a proportional, integral, and derivative control
unit (FOPID) fractional order of the control parameters. In this research, the new control
unit is applied to Bergman's mathematical model as a non-linear and simple model that
simulates the mechanism of the interaction of glucose and insulin in the blood, and based
on this, a closed control loop was designed to regulate the level of blood sugar to be an
automatic control of blood glucose using the measured data from Special sensor. The
contribution in this scientific paper is to define the (FOPID) parameters according to the
closed loop responses of the system, and these parameters were adjusted using new metaheuristic algorithms including the Invasive Weed Optimization (IWO), the PSO Particle
Swarm optimization, the Genetic Algorithm (GA), The bat optimization algorithm (BA)
and (ACO). As a result, the results of the five modern algorithms were compared based on
several criteria to find out which one was better using MATLAB / SIMULINK simulation.
It was found that the IWO algorithm performs better than PSO. The simulation results of
the closed-loop system of this controller at the time of settling, overshoot and control
inputs indicate very positive results compared to previous results. In addition, a new
method has been proposed which is to design a pump in the form of a valve to control
insulin pumping by controlling it with the fuzzy logic control unit, which in turn, we
obtained better results, compared to the results of other previous studies.
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1. INTRODUCTION

effect of insulin on tissues that consume glucose, such as
muscles, fatty tissue and the liver, and this frequent rise results
in chronic complications in Different organs of the body.
There are two types of diabetes, type 2 and type 1, type 2
diabetes is characterized by the presence of insulin resistance
by stored tissues that consume glucose sugar, such as the liver,
muscles, and fatty tissues in the body [1, 2]. Patients with type
2 diabetes can usually regulate their condition through A
balanced diet and exercise. As for the first type, it is
characterized by the breakdown of the beta cells that secrete
insulin in the pancreas through the autoantibodies that form in
the patient’s blood, and thus are complete for the loss of
insulin in the blood The body, but this injection is not
sufficient[1, 3, 4, 6,], and based on these data and data, this
topic was chosen by the researchers for its importance and
opening the way for future studies about it, as a new device
called the artificial pancreas was developed [7] in order to
avoid type 1 diabetes and control the level of glucose. In the
blood and keeping it in the normal level, and This importance
increased with the emergence of the Coronavirus (COVID 19),
because diabetics quickly became infected with this epidemic

Diabetes is considered one of the most health challenges in
the world in the twenty-first century, As it has become a
depleting human and material resources epidemic threatening
both developing and developed countries, As the
complications arising from it, such as cardiovascular diseases
and diabetic neuropathy, all lead to a lower level of life [1, 2],
And increase the economic burdens on the individual, the
family, and then society as a whole [1-4], Especially with the
emergence of some modern epidemics, such as COVID 19, as
studies have shown that diabetics are the most common death
from this epidemic.
According to the statistical forecasts of the International
Diabetes Federation (IDF) and the World Health Organization
(WHO), the number of diabetics in the world will reach in the
year 2030 approximately 438 million [1, 2, 5].
Diabetes is a chronic metabolic disease that manifests itself
with an increase in the level of sugar in the blood as a result of
a relative or complete lack of insulin secreted by the pancreas
into the blood [1, 2], or an imbalance in the strength of the
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and died, so it became imperative to find quick solutions to
diagnose and reduce this disease.
The artificial pancreas consists of three main parts: i) a
automatic pump, ii) an in vivo glucose sensor; and iii) a
mathematical algorithm to adjust the pump given a sensor
measurement [3, 4, 6]. By controlling the closed loop, this type
of closed-loop system technology provides continuous control
of blood sugar without the use of hands and facilitates the life
of diabetics [7, 8], Also in a closed loop control system the
patient needs to use a glucose sensor that can measure the
blood glucose level. Immediately afterwards, this information
is passed to a control device that calculates the rate of insulin
delivery needed to keep the blood glucose level in a constant
range via a mechanical pump that can deliver the required
amount of insulin [7, 8]. In general, the closed loop method is
more reliable in maintaining the level of glucose in the blood,
as it closely mimics a healthy pancreas.
In recent years, many mathematical studies and models
have been conducted on this topic, and among the
mathematical models is the non-linear model of Bergman [8,
9], which is the subject of our study, He is considered the first
person to provide a basic and proven physiologically
mathematical model for controlling blood glucose in the
human body [3, 4, 6].
There are many previous studies that have dealt with this
topic using the Bergman model, controlling it and dealing with
it from different angles, including the use of the classical
controller (PID) provided by Ramprasad, Y, Rangaiah, G in
2004 and others for example [10-16].
Also suggested Ibbini [14] and his colleagues in 2004 a
control closed-loop with the optimal way to develop the
Bergman model to improve the status of glucose in the blood
in patients with diabetes.
In 2019, H. Heydarinejad and his colleagues proposed a
new combination of fractional order (FO) nonlinear control
and Fuzzy type-2 fractional Backstepping blood glucose
control based on sliding mode observer is proposed [15, 16].
And Some of control algorithm proposed traditional
techniques such as pole placement [17, 18] Optimal control
using algorithms [12, 14, 19-21], or some robust approaches
such as H∞ control [8, 9, 20-24], or predictive control and
realization of model [3, 25] but it did not rise to the required
level.
And By setting Simulation of a model based on fuzzy
control system for Glycemic Control in Diabetes introduced
by Boldisor, C., &Coman, S in 2015 [22].
Sohaib Mehmood [2] in the year 2020 also used a good
comparison of some control techniques, but this paper lacked
graphs in order to know the importance of these techniques.
On the other hand, Parsa [9] proposed, in the year 2020, a
modern algorithm (Grasshopper Optimization Algorithm
(GHO)) to improve the parameters of the classic control unit
(PID Controller) to control the level of glucose and compared
it with some algorithms. However, this work did not explain
the importance of these techniques with graphs and did not
address the fractional control unit (FO-PID Controller).
Since the application of fractional calculus is important in
control engineering through modeling and control design due
to its ability to improve the performance of closed-loop
systems and increase robustness, the fractional order
controllers are considered a design substitute to classical
controllers and one of the main advantages is better system
characterization [26, 27]. and increased flexibility. 𝑃𝐼 𝜆 𝐷𝜇
fractional order is important for improving closed-loop

performance, and being able to meet more performance
specifications as well as increased durability compared to the
classical PID controller [26, 27]. That is why our contribution
to this research was on the application of a FOPID controller
for good blood glucose control, closed loop control, and good
response determination respectively. By finding a better
solution by applying several new meta-heuristic algorithms
including the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [28, 29],
The bat optimization algorithm (BA), Invasive Weed
Optimization (IWO) [30, 31], Ant Colony Optimization (ACO)
[32]. and technology Genetic algorithm (GA) [33]. As a result,
we also focused on comparing the efficiency of the results of
the five new techniques based on several criteria, including
stability time, overshoot and steady state error, in order to find
out good algorithms using MATLAB / SIMULINK simulation.
In addition, a new method has been proposed, represented
in designing a pump in the form of a valve to control insulin
infusion by controlling it with a fuzzy logic controller to
regulate the level of glucose in the blood, and the results we
obtained showed that There are better results for good blood
glucose control compared to results from other previous
studies.
In the beginning, we gave a comprehensive overview of the
basic concept of fractional calculus in the first section. The
second section discusses the Type 1 diabetes model, the
Fractional -Order Controller PI λ Dμ is described in the third
section, Parameter Tuning using Optimization Technique
detailed in the fourth section, Applications of algorithms
searches, and analyzing the results and discussing them in the
fifth and sixth sections, Fuzzy logic controller for blood
glucose concentration and discussion of its results detailed in
the seventh section.

2. BASIC FRACTIONAL CALCULUS
Fractional order calculations participate a very important
function in various scientific fields, particularly in the last
decade, the application of fractional order control in control
engineering has been raised as an important topic in the field
of international research [34-38]. Recently, scientists have
shown that fractional order equations are capable to model
various phenomena more suitably than the correct order [37,
38]. The most commonly used and important definitions for
fractional order derivatives and integrals are GranwaldLetnikov, Riemann, Leville 8, and Caputo [35-38].
Fractional calculus is a generalization of the derivative of a
function and its integral over an incorrect order [29, 37, 39].
In geometry, the fractional order α is often less than 1, 0<α<1.
2.1 Definition 1
The Riemann–Liouville (RL) fractional derivative of order
αϵ(0, 1) of m(t) is given by [35], or [38].
RL α
t0 Dt f(t)

=

1
d t
∫ (t − s)−α F(s)ds, t ≥ t 0
Г(1 − α) dt t0

(1)

where, the Euler-Gamma function is defined as follows:
∞

𝛤(𝛼) = ∫ 𝑒 −𝛼 𝑢𝛼−1 𝑑𝑢 ; 𝛼 ∈ 𝑅
0
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(2)

function D (t) in diabetic patients is presented at [22] as:

2.2 Definition 2

𝐷(𝑡) = 𝐴𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−𝐵𝑡); 𝐵 > 0

(Caputo fractional derivative [1]). The Caputo fractional
derivative of order a 2 R on the half axis R is defined as follows
[35-38]:

where, t is the time in (min) and D(t) is in (mg/dl/min).
In our work we take D(t) as:

𝑐 𝛼
𝑎 𝐷𝑡 𝑓(𝑡)
𝑡
1
𝑓 (𝑚) (𝜏)
∫
𝑑𝜏 𝑚 − 1 < 𝛼 < 𝑚
𝛤(𝑚 − 𝛼) 𝑎 (𝑡 − 𝜏)𝛼+1−𝑚
=
𝑑𝑚
𝑓(𝑡)𝛼 = 𝑚
𝑑𝑡 𝑚
{

(8)

D(t)=0.5exp(-0.05t)
(3)

(9)

U(t)-rate of treated insulin infusion (mU/min) to control
insulin which is considered the organization of natural insulin
to the body system.
tmax=80 min is the time at which the peak value of glucose
absorption.

with m = min{kϵ N/k > 𝛼}, 𝛼 > 0;
2.3 Lemma 1

Table 1. Meaning parameters of the model

The Laplace transform of the Caputo fractional derivative
of order m;1 < 𝛼 < 𝑚 is [35-38]:

Parameter
t
G(t)

𝑚−1

𝐿{ 𝑐𝐷𝑞𝛼 𝑓(𝑡)} = 𝑠 𝛼 𝐿{𝑓(𝑡)} − ∑ 𝑠 𝛼−𝑘−1 𝑓 (𝑘) (𝑞)

𝐆𝐛 , 𝐈𝐛

(4)

𝑘=0

I(t)
X(t)
I(t)
n

3. TYPE 1 DIABETES MODEL

h

Within the human body, glucose is regulated and its level
controlled at a safe value in the body by the pancreas. When
the level of sugar in the body rises, insulin is pumped through
the pancreas into the liver and then pumped into the blood
through the liver, and so on until the level of glucose in the
blood is maintained at the desired level [1, 2, 34].
In this section, a mathematical dynamic model is described.
It is based on Bergman's Minimal Model, which was used to
describe the relationship between glucose and insulin by
Richard Bergmann in 1980 [4, 6]. This model was first
developed by the Ackermann Group. What distinguishes this
system also is that it is used to design the desired control unit
and simulation, and it is one of the famous simple
mathematical models that are non-linear and has sufficient
credibility in the main laboratories in the world [1, 2, 34], and
thus it explains the dynamic response to blood glucose
concentration in type 1 diabetics as this model consists of three
equations Differential shown as follows [1, 2, 40-42]:
̇ = p1 [G(t) − Gb ] − X(t)G(t) + D(t)
G(t)

(5)

̇ = −p2 X(t) + p3 [I(t) − Ib ]
X(t)

(6)

̇ = −n[I(t) − Ib ] + γ[G(t) − h]+ t + u(t)
I(t)

(7)

ᵧ
P1
P2
P3

Description
Time[min]
Blood glucose Concentration[mg/dL]
The basal pre injection level of glucose [mg/dL]
and insulin[mU/L] in blood, respectively
(baseline) [mg/dL]
Active insulin concentration[mU/L]
The effect of Active insulin. [1/min]
Blood insulin concentration
The Time constant for insulin in plasma (1/min)
The threshold value of glucose above which the
pancreatic β-cells release insulin (mg/dl)
The rate of the pancreatic β-cells’ release of
insulin after the glucose injection with glucose
concentration
Insulin-independent rate constant of glucose
uptake in muscles and liver in (1/min)
Rate for decrease in tissue glucose up take ability
(1/min)
Insulin dependent increase in glucose uptake
capacity in tissues per unit of insulin concentration
𝜇𝑈
above basal level in ( )−1 𝑚−1
𝑚𝑙

This system is a nonlinear system, after analyzing it and
converting it to Laplace Transform, we get the following
Transfer function:
𝐺(𝑠)
=
𝑈(𝑠)

−𝑝3 𝐺𝑏
+
+ 𝑝1 + 𝑝2 )
+𝑠(𝑛𝑝1 + 𝑛𝑝2 + 𝑝1 𝑝2 ) + 𝑛𝑝1 𝑝2
𝑠3

𝑠 2 (𝑛

(10)

As the parameters n, p1 , p2 , p3 , Gb , differ from one person to
another according to the health and disease of the human being
and are listed in Table 2 [6].
Table 2. Model parameter values

where, that the initial conditions of the above three differential
equations are as the following:

Parameter
𝐩𝟏
𝐩𝟐
𝐩𝟑
ᵧ
𝐧
𝐡
𝐆𝐛
𝐈𝐛
𝐆𝟎
𝐈𝟎

G(0)=G0 , x(0)=0, I(0)=I0
And The parameters of differential equations are defined [4,
6, 29] in Table 1.
D(t) Meal glucose disorder (mg/dL/min), after eating. Due
to the absence of a pancreas to regulate natural insulin in
patients with diabetes, this glucose uptake is considered to be
a disturbance of the system dynamics presented in Eq. (1). The
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Normal
0.031
0.012
4.92−6
0.0039
0.265
79.035
70
7
291.2
364.8

Patient 1
0
0.011
5.3-6
0.0042
0.26
80.2
70
7
220
50

Patient 2
0
0.007
2.16-6
0.0038
0.246
77.578
70
7
200
55

Patient 3
0
0.014
9.94-6
0.0046
0.281
82.937
70
7
180
60

4. FRACTIONAL-ORDER CONTROLLER 𝐏𝐈 𝛌 𝐃𝛍

5.1 Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)

PID control is the method most widely used technique today
in industrial process control which is defined as the relative
integral derivative which can be defined mathematically using
the differential equation [10, 21]:

The Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm is an
optimal technology developed during the 1995's by James
Kennedy and Eberhart, [9, 28, 29] and others and is a heuristic
approach inspired by observing the social behavior of bird
flow and fish education. Initial ideas about particle swarm are
based on producing computational intelligence that mimics
social improvement. This simulation was formulated in flocks
of birds searching for corn by Heppner and Grenander's [9, 28,
29].
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is a powerful
optimization technique based on swarm intelligence as an
algorithm inspired by nature. Its basic concept is to use a
number of particles containing a swarm that moves and
searches for the best solution in the problem space. Each
particle in the search space modifies its ability to fly and its
experience with other particles [28]. The goal of PSO is to
optimize continuous nonlinear functions to find the best
solution in the problem space. Several studies have proven to
be highly effective in dissolving solutions in various
engineering and research applications [9, 28, 29].
The concept of improving particle swarm at every time step
includes changing the velocity of each particle towards the
best global and local locations [28, 29].
The speed of each particle is adjusted according to its own
flying experience and the flight experience of other particles.
The i − th particle is represented as:
The best indicator particle among all the particles in the
group is 𝑔𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡. The velocity for particle i is represented as:

𝑡

𝑢(𝑡) = 𝑘𝑝 𝑒(𝑡) + 𝑘𝑖 ∫ 𝑒(𝜏)𝑑𝜏 + 𝑘𝑑
0

𝑑𝑒(𝑡)
𝑑𝑡

(11)

When performing the Laplace transform of Eq. (11), which
is the equation of the PID controller, its transfer function is
well known in the form [10, 21]:
𝑈(𝑆) = 𝑘𝑝 +

𝑘𝑖
+ 𝑘𝑑 𝑆
𝑆

(12)

where, Kp: is the gain of proportionality, Ki: is the gain of
Integral, Kd: is the gain of Derivative.
e: is the Error, t: is the instantaneous time and τ: is the
variable of integration that takes on the values from time 0 to
the present t.
And E(S): is the error and U(S): is the command.
4.1 FOPID (𝐏𝐈 𝛌 𝐃𝛍 ) controller
After the discovery of fractional calculus, it has been
applied in many fields, including the field of control theory [38,
34]. Thus, FOPID controllers have become of great interest in
recent years because of their good advantages, including
flexibility in design and good performance compared to classic
PID controllers, because they have five parameters for tuning.
Other than the control parameters Kp, Ki, and Kd of a regular
PID controller there are λ and μ, the fractional powers of the
integral and derivative parts respectively. It can be defined
mathematically using the following differential equation [31,
32]:

𝑢(𝑡) = 𝑘𝑝 𝑒(𝑡) + 𝑘𝑖 𝐷 −𝝀 𝑒(𝑡) + 𝑘𝑑 𝐷𝑢 𝑒(𝑡)

vi = (vi,1 , vi,2 , … … … . . vi,d )

The adjusted velocity and position of each particle can be
b
calculated using the current velocity and distance fromxi,d
and
to gbest as shown in the following Eq. (16), (17).

(13)

By applying the Laplace transform to Eq. (13). with the
initial conditions zero, the transfer function of this Controller
could be expressed by:
𝑈(𝑆) = 𝑘𝑝 +

𝑘𝑖
+ 𝑘𝑑 𝑆 𝑢
𝑆𝝀

(15)

𝑣𝑖𝑘+1 = 𝑤𝑣𝑖𝑘 + 𝑐1 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑(𝑥𝑖𝑏 − 𝑥𝑖𝑘 )
𝑔
+ 𝑐2 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 × (𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑖 )

(16)

𝑥𝑖𝑘+1 = 𝑥𝑖𝑘 + 𝑣𝑖𝑘+1

(17)

𝒗𝒌𝒊 : velocity of agent i at iteration k.
w: weighting function.
CJ : weighting factor.
rand: uniformly distributed random number between 0 and

(14)
1.

All these types of classical PID controllers are special cases
of the 𝑃𝐼 λ 𝐷𝜇 controller defined and given in Eq. (14). Thus
the 𝑃𝐼 λ 𝐷 𝜇 Controller Generalize the classical PID controller.

pbesti:pbest of agent i. gbest: gbest of the group.
5.2 The BAT optimization algorithm (BA)
The bat optimization algorithm (BA) is a powerful
optimization technique and its capabilities are based on the
intelligence of bats. It was proposed by the researcher Yang
19, as it is an algorithm inspired by nature [40, 41]. Its basic
concept is to use a number of particles that contain the
bats ’ability to move and search, such as finding their prey and
distinguishing Between different types of insects even in
complete darkness. Thus, bats, especially small bats, can
recognize the positions of objects by spreading high and short
sound signals and by colliding and reflecting these
propagation signals [40, 41]. BA differs from other swarm
intelligence improvement techniques with the loudness and

5. PARAMETERS TUNING USING OPTIMIZATION
TECHNIQUE
In this section we introduce the Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO), The bat optimization algorithm (BA),
Invasive Weed Optimization (IWO), Ant Colony
Optimization (ACO) and technology Genetic algorithm (GA)
for tuning FOPID controller parameters. The major objective
of this function is to reduce the steady state error so that the
closed-loop system is internally stable. Hence, we dealt with
making a comparison between all the methods in the
simulation results using MATLAB.
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pulse emission rate values in the refresh value of the BA
parameter equations.
1-All bats use echolocation to sense distance and magically
know the difference between food / prey and back barriers;
2-Bats fly randomly at vi in position xi with fmin frequency,
variable wavelength and loudness A 0 to search for prey. They
can adjust the wavelength (or frequency) automatically
emitted pulses and adjust the rate of emission of pulses r [0, 1],
depending on the near goal; [40, 41].
3-The velocity of each population (N) is calculated using,
vit = vit−1 + (xit − x∗ )fi

(18)

xit = xit−1 + vit

(19)

IWO algorithm is a random numerical search algorithm that
IWO searches for the optimal solution to the problem in the
solution space. In general, its most important steps in the
calculation are based on four steps: initialization, cloning,
spatial dispersion, and selection, which are as follows [30, 31].
5.3.1 Initialization
The primary group with Nwo-weed individuals is randomly
generated in the D dimensional search space where each herb
composed of variants represents a possible solution. After that,
all Wj grass in the community reproduces seeds, and the seeds
grow into multiple weeds through spatial dispersal. The
amount (Nsj) of seeds produced by Wj is calculated using the
following equation [30, 31]:

4-The frequency of the signals sent is calculated by each of
the bats [30, 31]:
fi = fmin + (fmax − fmin )β

NSj =

(22)

where, Fi t j is the fitness value of Wj; Fitmin and Fitmax are
the minimum and maximum fitness values in the weed
population, respectively; Nsmin and Nsmax are the minimum
and maximum of the number of seeds, respectively.

(20)

where, β in the range of [0, 1] is a random vector drawn from
a uniform distribution and x∗ is the current global best location.
Every bat is randomly assigned a frequency which is drawn
uniformly from(fmax , fmin ) A random walk around the current
best solutions is known as the local search. Where a novel
solution for every bat can be generated locally by [40, 41].
𝑥𝑛𝑒𝑤 = 𝑥𝑜𝑙𝑑 + 𝜀𝐴𝑡

Fi t j − Fi t min
∙ (NSmax − NSmin ) + NSmin ….
Fi t max − Fi t min

5.3.2 Reproduction
The cloning process lies in the fact that the parent weeds
with high fitness values produce more seeds, as the well-fit
individual has a large capacity for production, as
Nwmax grasses with high fitness values are selected from all
weeds as the mother weed for the next iteration. By repeating
Itermax times, weeds with the highest fitness value are the
perfect solution to the problem. The formula is as follows [30,
31]:

(21)

where, ε [-1, 1] is a scaling factor which is a random number,
while At is the average loudness of all bats at time step. the
loudness and the rate of pulse emission will be updated
accordingly by using Eq. (21).

𝑛𝑢𝑚(𝑖) =

At+1
= αAti , rit+1 = ri0 [1 − e(−γt) ]
i
Bat algorithm

𝑓𝑖 − 𝑓𝑤
∗ (𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑠min ) + 𝑠min
𝑓𝑔 − 𝑓𝑤

(23)

where, num(i) is the number of seeds for individual i (i =
1, 2, … , N), fi is the fitness of the current weed, and fg and fw
represent the members of the current population with the
highest and lowest fitness, respectively

Objective function 𝑓 (𝑥), 𝑥 = (𝑥1, . . . , 𝑥𝑑)𝑇
Initialize the bat population 𝑥𝑖 (i=1, 2,........, n) and 𝑣𝑖
Define pulse frequency 𝑓𝑖 at 𝑥𝑖
Initialize pulse rates 𝑟𝑖 and the loudness Ai
while (t <Max number of iterations)
Generate new solutions by adjusting frequency,
and updating velocities and locations/ best solutions
if (𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 > 𝑟𝑖)
Select a solution among the best solutions
Generate a local solution around the selected best solution
end if
Generate a new solution by flying randomly
if(𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 < 𝐴𝑖 & 𝑓 (𝑥𝑖) < 𝑓 (𝑥 ∗))
Accept the new solutions
Increase ri and reduce Ai
end if
Rank the bats and find the current best x∗
end while
Postprocess results and visualization

5.3.3 Spatial dispersal
At this stage, the seeds produced by the group are produced
and spread according to the normal distribution with an
average value of 0 and a standard deviation of its value. Thus,
the fall of a grain in the range decreases non-linearly at each
step, which leads to more suitable plants and the elimination
of inappropriate plants the deviation update formula is as
follows:
it max − it n
σt = [
] ∗ (σi − σf ) + σf
it max

(24)

seedi,t = mod(parent ′ sposition wi
+ round(σt ∗ randn(0, 1)), 4)

(25)

where, σt rt is the current standard deviation, it is the current
iteration number, itmax is the maximum number of iterations,
σi and σf are the initial and final standard deviation values,
respectively, and n is a nonlinear factor. Mod function is a
function of the remainder. Thus, Mod(number; divisor) returns
the remainder after the number is divided by a divisor[30, 31].

5.3 Invasive Weed Optimization (IWO)
IWO is a new evolutionary computational algorithm that
relies on the natural behavior of weeds in searching for a
suitable place for growth and reproduction by simulating the
reproductive and growth behaviors of weeds in nature as the
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5.3.4 Competitive exclusion
After several iterations if the number of weeds exceeds the
maximum as the number of weeds and seeds reaches the
maximum Nmax the weeds of worse fitness are removed from
the colony and those of better fit will survive.

5.5 Genetic Algorithm (GA)
Genetic algorithm (GA) is a metaheuristic algorithm that
relies on a random search technique using parametric coding;
it is the process of searching for the most suitable
chromosomes that constructed populations in the potential
solution space. It aims to search for the best solutions and
expand the search area. Thus, GA has become a powerful
improvement tool for solving problems related to various
fields of technical and social sciences [33] and has more detail
in the following scientific research [33].

5.4 Ant Colony Optimization (ACO)
Ant colony optimization algorithms (ACO) are algorithms
inspired by ant behavior. This algorithm was proposed in the
1990s by Marco Dorigo et al, to search for optimal pathways
and methods based on a graph to solve many optimization
problems. Ants are searching for a path between the colony of
ants and their source of food to find the shortest path,
individually or collectively, as follows:

6. APPLICATION OF ALGORITHMS
All the technical methods we mentioned were implemented
as a M –file interconnected with the simulation model where
the parameters of the FOPID controller are calculated and the
optimization was performed to search for the five parameters
of the fractional Order. The FOPID controller (Kp, Ki, Kd, λ
and μ) was obtained directly according to the minimum of the
value of the Fitness function, (ISE) and ((IAE)) shown in
Table 3.
Also, for the model, the parameters of patient1 were chosen
in the Bergman model, shown in Table 2.
such that so that:

The idea of an algorithm [32].
1. In the beginning, a group of ants starts off from the cell in
several random directions
2. During its passage, the ant secretes a substance called
pheromone in a certain percentage, in order to know the
way, it passed.
3. In the case of a food source, it takes a quantity of it and
returns to the cell by choosing the pathway that contains
the largest amount of pheromone, and upon its return it
will secrete the same amount of pheromone.
4. When the ant is released from the cell again, it will test
the amount of pheromone in each pathway and choose the
one that contains the most pheromone.
5. The amount of pheromone deposited in the paths that you
follow is updated every certain period of time. This is
because the concentration of the pheromone diminishes
with the passage of time, the shortest path will always
contain the largest amount of pheromone and thus all ants
will pass from it. The rules will be updated as follows [32]:
0.01θ
τ(k)ij = τ(k − 1)ij +
J

(IAE) is the Total absolute value of error:
∞

IAE = ∫ |e(t)|dt
(ISE) is the Total square of error:
∞

𝐼𝑆𝐸 = ∫ (𝑒(𝑡))2 𝑑𝑡

τ(k)best
= τ(k)best
−
ij
ij

(26)
In this part, the criteria for these algorithms that have been
used in the search results are given as follows:

0.3θ
Jworst

(27)

θ
Jbest

(28)

6.1 Particle swarm optimization algorithm
FO-PID Controller parameters were found using PSO.
Where is the closed-loop blood glucose level response found
using parameters previously constructed in MATLAB? By
using PSO standards. As follows:
m=5; number of variables
n=20; population size
𝑤𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 0.9; inertia weight
𝑤𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 0.4; inertia weight
c1=2; acceleration factor
c2=2; acceleration factor
maxite=100; set maximum number of iterations
maxrun=1; set maximum number of runs need to be

where, τbest and τworst are the pheromones of the paths
followed by the ant in the tour with the lowest cost value Jbest
and with the highest cost value Jworst in one iteration
respectively. After pheromone evaporation the ant algorithm
forget its history and directed to search towards new direction
without being trapped in some local minima as [32].
τ(k)ij =

τ(k)λij

+

[τ(k)best
ij

+τ(k)worst
]
ij

(31)

0

where, τ(k)ij is pheromone value between nest i and j at kth
iteration, θ is the general pheromone updating coefficient and
J is the cost function for the tour travelled by the ant.
Pheromones of the path belonging to the best tour and worst
tour of the ant colony are updated as follows [32]:
τ(k)worst
= τ(k)worst
−
ij
ij

(30)

0

6.2 The Bat Optimization Algorithm (BA)
FOPID controller parameters were found using BAT.
Where is the closed-loop blood glucose level response found
using parameters previously constructed in MATLAB? By
using BAT standards. As follows:
n=30; Population size, typically 10 to 40
N_gen=100; Number of generations
A=0.5; Loudness (constant or decreasing)

(29)

where, λ is a evaporation.
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follows: D (t) = 0.05e_0.05(t) At time t=80 min, the results
obtained are shown in Figure 2.
According to the results obtained from the data shown in
Figure 2 the modeling validity of Bergman model showed that
it is completely consistent with the available data, as we
noticed that in the case of patient, the value of glucose rose to
the highest level 750 [mg/dL] and decreased to the value 200
[mg/dL] which are values that indicate the presence of an
abnormality in the level of glucose, As for the values relating
to the healthy person, glucose has stabilized at the value of 100
[mg / dl].
After the nonlinear system Bergman is solved, FO-PID
controllers are used to control the level of blood glucose. The
main goal of FO-PID controller is to reduce the error between
the actual process variable to the system reference. The
common FO-PID control unit equation used in this study is
given above as in Eq. (14). The methods used to tuning
parameters of FO-PID controller are 5 new met heuristic
Algorithms such as Particle Swarm Optimization (PS0),
Invasive Weed Optimization (IWO), Bat Algorithm (BA), Ant
Colony Optimization (ACO), and Genetic Algorithm (GA).
The results obtained are shown in Table 3, where Table 3
shows the performance of the algorithms according to the
values of Overshoot, rise time, steady-state error according to
the performance of the fitness function of each (IAE, ITAE,
and ISE), System responses to controlling blood glucose levels
are shown in Figure 4 and 5.
Figures 4 and 5 clearly show that each FO-PID based design
has outperformed the PID controller, compared to the results
of previous studies in [6, 7, 19].
Table 3 also shows the importance of the five algorithms in
finding FO-PID parameters, as the results showed that these
algorithms have an effective role in finding FO-PID
parameters with good performance and stability in the
reference value, and also showed that the differences in their
effectiveness and performance are not very large, however it
was noted that there are slight differences Among these
algorithms in several criteria, for example the steady-state
error, and the Overshoot value for all fitness functions, the
IWO algorithm and the PSO algorithm showed performance
over the rest of the algorithms.
On the other hand, there was a good decrease in the
overshoot value for PSO, IWO and BA. The overshoot value
has reached at IWO algorithm 1.4785% and PSO 1.6157%.
This is for the IAE fitness function as shown in Figure 5. As
for the ISE fitness function as shown in Figure 4, The
overshoot value has reached 1.4041% at IWO and 1.5082%.
These are very good results.
Moreover, we noticed that the IWO and PSO Algorithms
also have a positive role in reducing the error, but with
reference to the value of the settling time and the value of the
rise time, we note that there is an advantage of the IWO
Algorithm over the PSO Algorithm.
However, there are no significant differences between them,
for example the difference in terms of fitness function
performance relative to IAE and the maximum value of best
IWO algorithm and worst GA algorithm is only 0.017,
We can say that the FO-PID-based controller is better than
the PID controller, and this is by comparing us with the results
of previous studies in Refs. [19, 33], and that the FO-PID
controller based on the five aforementioned algorithms plays
an effective role and gives a good response better than the FOPID Controller, and this is compared to previous studies and
results in Refs. [20, 34].

r=0.5;Pulse rate (constant or decreasing)
Qmin=1; Frequency minimum
Qmax=1; Frequency maximum
6.3 Invasive Weed Optimization (IWO)
FOPID controller parameters were found using IWO.
Where is the closed-loop blood glucose level response found
using parameters previously constructed in MATLAB. By
using IWO standards. As follows:
nVar=5; Number of Decision Variables
MaxIt=200; Maximum Number of Iterations
nPop0=10; Initial Population Size
nPop=25; Maximum Population Size
Smin=0; Minimum Number of Seeds
Smax=5; Maximum Number of Seeds
Exponent=2;Variance Reduction Exponent
sigma_initial=0.5; Initial Value of Standard Deviation
sigma_final=0.001; Final Value of Standard Deviation
6.4 Ant Colony Optimization (ACO)
FOPID controller parameters were found using ACO Where
is the closed-loop blood glucose level response found using
parameters previously constructed in MATLAB. By using
ACO standards. As follows:
n_iter=100; number of iterations
NA=30; Number of Ants
alpha=0.8;alpha
beta=0.2; beta
roh=0.7; Evaporation rate
n_param=5; number of parameters
n_node=1000;number of nodes for each parameter
6.5 The Genetic Algorithm (GA)
FOPID controller parameters were found using GA. Where
the closed-loop blood glucose level response is found using
parameters previously constructed in MATLAB. By using GA
standards. As follows:
Number of Population 100
Crossover Operator 0.5
Mutation Operator 0.03
Length of Chromosome 67 Bit
Sensitivity of Variables 5
Number of Iteration 100

7. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, we present five different algorithms that were
used to find the five parameters of the FOPID controller. This
is to control the level of glucose in the blood at a desired level
by the form of responses shown in Figures 4, 5.
The numerical values of the parameters of the Bergmann
Minimal Model vary according to each patient with type 1
diabetes and according to the disorders that occur within the
body, as for the numerical values of the parameters of the
Bergman model that we used in the simulations are shown in
Table 2.
At the beginning of our study, we performed an open-loop
simulation of the Bergman model according to the healthy
person and each patient person, using the parameters listed in
Table 2. For meal disturbances, we chose the equation as
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And in the end, compared to the five algorithms we can say:
IWO and PSO algorithms have better and faster performance
compared to other algorithms, thus, IWO and PSO can easily
handle non-linear and non-differential objective functions.
And unlike GA and other algorithms, IWO and PSO are not
so sensitive to starting point that they start anywhere in the
search space, and ensure convergence of the algorithm with
the optimal solution.
As for IWO and PSO, we noticed that there is better
performance for IWO over PSO algorithm, albeit with a little
bit.

8. FUZZY LOGIC CONTROLLER
GLUCOSE CONCENTRATION

FOR

tried to enter two inputs, namely (error level for blood glucose
and error rate for blood glucose)), To this we also added the
membership functions and Rules.
In this case we define fuzzy sets of error variables at the
level of glucose in the blood by 5 membership function as
follows: ((NB(Negative Big ), NS (Negative Small), Z(Zero),
PS(Positive Small), PB(positive Big)), and the membership
function for the error rate, the blood glucose level by 5
membership functions as follows: (( NB(Negative Big), NS
(Negative Small), Z(Zero), PS(Positive Small), PB(positive
Big)), and the membership function for output through 5
membership functions as follows: ((NB(Negative Big), NS
(Negative Small), Z(Zero), PS(Positive Small), PB(positive
Big)), as shown in Figure 3 (a, b, c), As for the rules, they are
represented In the Table 4.

BLOOD

The main goal in this part is to design a pump to regulate
the flow of insulin inside the body according to the level of
glucose present in the blood, by controlling it with the fuzzy
logic controller.
The controlled system is mathematically represented by the
Bergman system.
The element that controls the pump is the valve, which is
called ((Final control element FV)), which controls the change
of glucose by pumping or determining the level of insulin
entry into the body.
The fuzzy logic controller controls the valve opening as
shown in Figure 1a.
In the beginning we dealt with the system on the basis of
having a single Input and single output
For the input represented in glucose, expressed in mg/dl, we
represent it by three membership functions (low, high and
normal) and the output is represented by the valve opening we
represent it by three membership functions (Close fast, Open
fast and No change).

8.2 Discussing fuzzy logic results
In this part, the control of blood glucose level is simulated
by placing a valve that controls the insulin infusion controlled
by the fuzzy logic controller, this simulation was performed
for a patient 1 with diabetes type 1 based on the parameter
value in Table 2. And put turbulence at value D (t)=0.5 e-0.05t
At the Time value (80 min) and we kept the insulin value at a
constant value of u=15[mU/L].
Through the responses shown in Figure 6; and the results
recorded in Table 5, we note that there is a value of less than
120 mg / dL for glucose concentration and we also noticed that
there is a too large overshoot and slow responses and the
stability was a somewhat late.
After we applied the closed loop system and changed us in
the Inputs to the fuzzy logic controller and changed us in the
rules, there was a good response and stability at the value 94.5
mg/dl, and that there is good control in the level of glucose in
the blood, after it increase to the value 300 mg/dl, which is a
very large value, it stays at the value 94.5 mg/dl by controlling
it from The valve opening and through fuzzy logic controller
and this difference we noticed in Figure 7.
Finally, we can say that the system of closed loop and valve
controlled by the fuzzy logic controller provided more
satisfactory and positive results and values for controlling the
level of glucose in the blood at any desired level, and these
differences lie through our comparison with the results of
previous studies in Ref. [15].
Figure 8 shows the value of the error resulting from the
difference between the reference value And the Blood Glucose
Level, as it is rounded to the value 0, which indicates that
theٍ Valve Opening has a major role in reducing the glucose
value to the desired level.

8.1 Fuzzy rules
Rule 1:→If Glucose level is normal, then valve is no change.
Rule 2:→If Glucose level is low, then valve is close fast.
Rule 3:→If Glucose level is high, then valve is open fast.
After implementing the system on Matlab Smulink, we
obtained the Responses shown in Figure 6.
We notice that there is stability in the value 100 mg/dl and
we also noticed that there is a too large overshoot and slow
responses and the stability was a somewhat late.
To improve the performance and stability of the system at
any desired glucose value or level, faster and less overshoot,
we applied the closed loop system as shown in Figure 1b and

Table 3. Comparison of performances of the fifth algorithms for the blood glucose concentration

GA ACO BAT IWO PSO

Criteria
IAE
ISE
IAE
ISE
IAE
ISE
IAE
ISE
IAE
ISE

Kp

Ki

Kd

Lamda
(λ)

Mu
(u)

151.0431
103.1063
151.1334
163.7023
22.9603
22.9603
8.9573
2.613
3.7763
9.5811

177.3066
198.2578
191.4142
195.391
93.612
93.612
8.8777
8.9336
9.5156
9.8506

157.2816
148.5963
109.1934
194.6926
68.3189
68.3189
3.9361
9.7206
7.424
5.3472

0.95385
0.98045
0.99304
0.96661
0.96211
0.96211
0.67546
0.9940
0.88709
0.90598

0.17157
0.23478
0.096434
0.067344
0.43797
0.43797
0.25221
0.34679
0.5989
0.47665
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Max
overshoot
(%)
1.6157
1.5082
1.4785
1.4041
3.3938
3.3938
16.0469
19.9101
19.9746
18.4961

Rise time

Settling
time (%)

8.0904
8.0803
8.0789
8.0814
8.1848
8.1848
12.7230
10.8963
11.4077
11.1169

9.9107
9.8983
9.8966
9.8958
23.0587
23.0587
55.1983
61.4656
52.6549
50.6076

Fitness
function
values
1.0331
1.0004
1.0304
1.0003
1.0707
1.0018
1.6571
1.0802
1.6242
1.0762

9. TABLES AND FIGURES

Glucose with ISE fitness function in Figure 4; Responses of
blood Glucose with IAE fitness function in Figure 5; Fuzzy
Logic Controller for blood Glucose and insulin infusion Rate
without feed-back in Figure 6 And Fuzzy Logic Controller for
blood Glucose And insulin infusion Rate with feed-back in
Figure 7.

In this section, tables and figures are presented to illustrate
the effectiveness of these algorithms. To make a comparison
of these algorithms. performances of the fifth Algorithms for
the Blood Glucose Concentration are given in Table 3; Rules
for member ship function in Table 4; Responses of blood

Table 4. Rules for inference system

Error of
changing blood
Glucose and
References e(k)

NB
NS
Z
PS
PB

Error of blood Glucose and References e(k)
NB
NS
Z
PS
NB
NB
NB
NS
NB
NB
NS
Z
NB
NS
Z
PS
NS
Z
PS
PB
Z
PS
PB
PB

PB
Z
PS
PB
PB
PB

Table 5. Fuzzy logic controller for glucose level concentration

Fuzzy Logic Controller without feedback
Fuzzy Logic Controller with feedback

Glucose Level Concentration
200 mg/dl
400 mg/dl

Stable state of glucose
Unstable<170 mg/dl
94.5 mg/dl

a. Diagram of fuzzy logic controller without feed back for BGC

b. Diagram of fuzzy logic controller with feed back
Figure 1. Block diagram of fuzzy logic controller
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Figure 2. Responses of test Bergman

a. Input membership function of error glucose concentration [mg/dl]

b. Input membership function of rate of error glucose concentration [mg/dl]
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c. Output membership function
Figure 3. Input and output of member functions of fuzzy logic controller

Figure 4. Responses of blood glucose with ISE fitness function

Figure 5. Responses of blood glucose with IAE fitness function
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Figure 6. Fuzzy logic controller for blood glucose and insulin infusion rate without feed-back

Figure 7. Fuzzy logic controller for blood glucose and insulin infusion rate with feed-back

Figure 8. The error signal between the reference value and the blood glucose level
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10. CONCLUSIONS
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In this paper, a robust control tool is designed to regulate
blood glucose level of type 1 diabetes patients. Bergmann
model was used to simulate the relationship between insulin
and glucose and the effect of insulin infusion and control of
glucose concentration in the blood as an artificial pancreas and
this is what we demonstrated through simulation.
After that, five modern technical methods were used to
solve optimization problems, one of which is the Particle
Swarm Optimization (PSO), The bat optimization algorithm
(BA), Invasive Weed Optimization (IWO), Ant Colony
Optimization (ACO) and technology Genetic Algorithm (GA)
to adjust the parameters of the proposed control unit which is
FO-PID by reducing the cost function subject to constraints,
reducing error and speed of implementation. Methods are
strength in problem solving and in finding better performance,
but it became clear to us that the IWO and PSO method is a
better method of improvement than other methods for solving
multi-purpose problems, and it is easy to implement and
computationally effective methods. For IWO, it was better
compared to PSO, even if with a slight difference in terms of
reducing error and cost function, on the other hand, we
concluded that the proposed FO-PID Control unit with
fractional order effectively affected blood glucose level with
good performance.
As for the valve control and the fuzzy logic Controller, this
control unit presented very positive results in terms of
reducing error, stability at a value of 95.11 mg/dl and good
control of insulin pumping.
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